An integrated mathematical model of the human cardiopulmonary system: model validation under hypercapnia and hypoxia.
A novel integrated physiological model of the interactions between the cardiovascular and respiratory systems has been in development for the past few years. The model has hundreds of parameters and variables representing the physical and physiological properties of the human cardiopulmonary system. It can simulate many dynamic states and scenarios. The description of the model and the results in normal resting conditions were presented in a companion paper (Albanese A, Cheng L, Ursino M, Chbat NW.Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 310: 2016; doi:10.1152/ajpheart.00230.2014), where model predictions were compared against average population data from literature. However, it is also essential to test the model in abnormal or pathological conditions to prove its consistency. Hence, in this paper, we concentrate on testing the cardiopulmonary model under hypercapnic and hypoxic conditions, by comparing model's outputs to population-averaged cardiorespiratory data reported in the literature. The utility of this comprehensive model is demonstrated by testing the internal consistency of the simulated responses of a significant number of cardiovascular variables (heart rate, arterial pressure, and cardiac output) and respiratory variables (tidal volume, respiratory rate, minute ventilation, alveolar O2 and CO2 partial pressures) over a wide range of perturbations and conditions; namely, hypercapnia at 3-7% CO2 levels and hypoxia at 7-9% O2 levels with controlled CO2(isocapnic hypoxia) and without controlled CO2(hypocapnic hypoxia). Finally, a sensitivity analysis is performed to analyze the role of the main cardiorespiratory control mechanisms triggered by hypercapnia and hypoxia.